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ABSTRACT
M o n o v a c a n c y diffusion is a t h e r m a l l y a ctivated
process characterized by an activation energy E^.
The
diffusion of atoms requires the formation and migration
of vacancies.
The concentration of vacancies n/N is
g i v e n by n/N=exp{-Ef/kT). It can be shown that the
activation energy Eg is the sum of the energy to form a
v a c a n c y Ef and the energy required for an atomic jump
Em : E d=Ef+Em . Furthermore, the atomic jump rate wj can
be shown to b e thermally activated and given by
wjssj/Qfn/NJexpf-Ero/kT} (i/0 is the attempt frequency).
NMR offers many techniques to measure the activation
e n e r g y , E^.
H o w e v e r , there are no NMR tec h n i q u e s
a v a i l a b l e f o r t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the m i g r a t i o n
energy.
This thesis presents an NMR experiment for the
measurement of the migration energy.
It is a simple NMR
e x p e r i m e n t p e r f o r m e d o n a s a m p l e p r e p a r e d with a
nonequilibrium concentration of vacancies.
By preparing
the sample such that the vacancy concentration does not
c h a n g e with temperature, the jump rate has only one
thermally activated term.
Thus, the jump rate now has
an activation energy equal to the migration energy E^.
This e x p e r i m e n t was p erformed on pure a l u minum
metal.
The migration energy was found to be .69 ev
± 20% (the accepted value is .67 ev) ? however, we do not
consider this an accurate determination.
We do consider
the experiment successful and promising.
The activation
energy of self diffusion was also determined; its value
is 1.33 ev.

DETERMINATION OF THE VACANCY MIGRATION ENERGY
OF ALUMINUM BY NMR

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

There are many dynamical processes occurring within
any solid; naturally these activities give the solid its
unique characteristics.
vacancy m e c h a n i s m
thesis;

Simple diffusion by a mono

is the pr o c e s s

of

concern in this

this is characterized by the movement of atoms

(or molecules)

through the solid by the jumping of an

atom fr o m

lattice

one

site

to

a neighboring vacant

lattice site (Pet68).
Thermodynamical

arguments

give

the p r o c e s s

of

a

fairly

equation

governing

(Mot64).

All solids contain an equilibrium number of

vacancies

n that

depends

on

simple

simple

diffusion

the t e m p e rature

of the

sample by
n=Nexp{-Ef/kT >
where

N

formation

is

(1.1)

the n u m b e r

energy,

the temperature.

of

lattice

sites,

Ef

k is Boltzmann's constant,

is

the

and T is

The formation energy is the energy

necessary to form a vacancy and is approximately equal
to the difference in energy between an atom inside the
crystal and an atom on the surface of the crystal.
2

A

3
vacant lattice site and a neighboring occupied lattice
site are separated by a potential barrier;

the energy

required for an atom to cross this barrier is the
migration energy: Em .
fraction

of

the

An atom will have this energy a

time

factor: exp{-Em /kT}

as dictated by t h e

(Rei65) .

Boltzmann

The number of jumps per

second wj an atom makes is equal to the number of times
it strikes

the barrier separating the two

sites times

the probab i l i t y it has the requisite energy times the
probability that the neighboring site is vacant.

That

is
wj^oexpt-Em/kTJexpf-Ef/kT).

(1.2)

uQ is the number of times per second the atom strikes

the b a r r i e r and is commonly called the attempt freq
uency;

its m a g n i t u d e

uency.

is the

same as t h e

Debye freq

Equation 1.2 can be written as a single expo

nential with the definition Ea=Em+Ef,* E^ is called the
activation energy of diffusion.

The important point is

that the jump rate is a thermally activated process and
has been verified as such in a wide range of materials.
There are a handful of techniques commonly used to
measure the activation energy.
among the
suitable

Radiotracer studies were

first and are still widely used
isotope exists)

(She79) .

(provided a

In this method the

sample is placed onto a slab of similar material doped
with a radioactive isotope.

Over time, the radioactive

isotope diffuses

into the sample.

The sample is then

sectioned and t h e activity of each part is measured.
Since the activity is proportional to the amount of the
radioactive

isotope present,

determined w h i c h

the diffusivity can be

in turn yields the jump rate.

This

experiment is done as a function of temperature and thus
yields

the

activation

nuclear m a g n e t i c

energy.

resonance

determine the jump rate.
T lf spin echo,
as u l t r a l o w
experiments

There

(NMR)

are numerous

experiments used to

These include line narrowing,

and stimulated echo experiments as well
field

techniques

such

as

(Abr83, Ail71, Fuk81, Jee67,

T^

and T^d

Sli64,

Sli80).

Line narrowing studies are useful when the jump time
satisfies

the c o n d i t i o n

lattice line width.

rjA«RL«l.

the

In the rigid lattice each nucleus

experiences a local m agne t i c
will be

Ac<>RL

tj

field;

in general there

a distribution of local fields.

The spin-spin

relaxation time T 2 is determined by this distribution.
When diffusion becomes important then each atom experi
ences an average local field that will be less than the
its local

field

in the rigid lattice.

that T 2 becomes longer and, accordingly,
becomes more narrow.
function
energy.

of

occurring with

the line width

A study of this narrowing as a

temperature

It is well

The result is

known

will

yield

the

activation

in NMR theory that motions

a rate near the Larmor frequency will

5
cause the occurrence of a
diffusion r a t e
time

T^,

energy.

dominates

as t u d y

temperature

minimum.

of

the spin-lattice relaxation

the

minimum

a n d magnetic

Unfortunately,

as a function

of

field yields the activation

this technique is limited to

relatively hi g h temperatures.
and stimulated

Provided that the

echoes h a s

The area of spin echoes

seen much use in diffusion

studies (see for example Liu84, Gul85) .

Only spins that

n e v e r make a jump contribute to a spin echo; however,
only jump times shorter than the rigid lattice T 2 can be
measured.

Stimulated echo e s can m e a s u r e jump times

longer than m easured b y

spin echoes

since the spins

spend the majority of their time parallel to the Zeeman
field.

In

measured

by

experiments

fact,

jump

stimulated
(Sli64,

times

echoes.

Jee67)

experiment.The difference
experienced

by

the

as

long
T he

are

s p i n s during

allows

field

to t h e

T^

th e experiment

is

Instead of fields

the effective field

Thus the relaxation times T ± p and

are s e n s i t i v e to m o t i o n s

which

be

is that the effective field

of the order of several kilogauss,

Ti n

ca n

ultralow

si m i l a r

greatly reduced and spatially random.

is only a few gauss.

as T^

in the kilohertz region

t h e study o f diffusion to occur at more

modest temperatures.
There a l s o

exists

a wide v a r i e t y of experiments

c a p a b l e of measuring t h e

vacancy

formation

energy.

6
Quenching experiments have found much use in determining
the formation energy in metals (Fed65) .

This experiment

consists of preparing a specimen at a high temperature
and then rapidly quenching it at a much lower tempera
ture.
that

This process freezes in the number of vacancies
existed at the high temperature.

r e sistivity
ponent

is immediately measured; there is a com

of r e sistivity proportional to th e number of

defects

frozen in b y the quench.

residual
high

The electrical

electrical

Measurement of the

resistivity as a function of the

starting temperature yields the formation energy.

Thermal

expansion

experiments

have a l s o

been used

frequently to determine the formation energy
This

experiment compares the

length

of

the

atomic spacing
function

sample

to the

(Sim60a) .

relative

change of the

relative

change

in its

(determined by x-ray spectroscopy)

of temperature.

as a

These two are not the same

since the

concentration of vacancies

is

temperature

dependent

and comparison of the two parameters yields

the concentration of vacancies as a function of tempera
ture

which

in

turn

yie l d s

the

formation

e nergy.

Positron annihilation studies has received more atten
tion recently as a tool for determining the formation
energy

(Hau79, Wes79) .

Very simply put,

the ratio of

trapped and free positrons yields the concentration of
defects.

The temperature dependence

of

this

ratio

yields the formation energy.
There are, by far,
the m easurement

fewer techniques available for

of the migration energy.

experiments are used in metals

(Fed65) .

Quenching

The sample is

quenched from a high temperature to a very low tempera
ture

(typically 77 K ) .

Next the sample is raised to an

intermediate temperature,
ture,

called the annealing tempera

for a given amount of time and then returned to

the

low temperature where its resistivity is measured.

The

rate

of

temperature

annealing
yields

as

the

a

function

migra t i o n

of annealing

energy.

Neutron

irradiation experiments are also used to determine the
migration

energy.

They

are

quite

similar

to

the

quenching experiments except that neutrons instead of
quenching from a high temperature are used to generate
an excess vacancy concentration (Cer63).
As can be seen from the above introduction there is
an abundance of NMR experiments to measure the activa
tion energy.

However,

ment

formation

of the

there are none for the measure
and migration

energies.

The

existing techniques for the measurement of the formation
and migra t i o n energy are mostly applicable to metals.
Since NMR can be used to study practically any material,
it would be useful to have an NMR technique capable of
measuring the migration or the formation energy.

This

thesis discusses an NMR experiment capable of measuring

the migration energy.

This experiment is an addition to

the class of condition-jump NMR experiments (Gul84) .
an

example,

the

aluminum metal.
I was

experiment

is

demonstrated

As

on p u r e

After much of this work was completed,

informed of

an unpublished work by C-Y. Sun in

which he too measured the migration ener g y of aluminum
metal by a technique similar to the one presented here
(Sun71).

Chapter II
THEORY AND BACKGROUND

Monovacancy
interest

here.

diffusion is the physical process of
In this

mechanism is given.
of t h e
of

chapter,

the

theory

of the

A brief introduction to the theory

Jeener-Broekaert experiment for the measurement

slow

processes

overview

of

is also

relevant

data

presented.

Finally,

an

concerning

diffusion

in

aluminum metal is given.

2.1 SIMPLE DIFFUSION
A. The Process
The physical process of concern is the movement of
atoms throughout the solid by a vacancy mechanism.

Only

diffusion by monovacancies will be considered here since
this

is the dom i n a n t diffusion mechanism in aluminum

(Sim60a).

Divacancies

become

noticeable

aluminum only near the melting point
2.1

illustrates

the process.

Atom A

(Sim60a).

in pure
Figure

is located at a

lattice site; all of the neighboring sites, except one,
are occupied by the same type of atom.
is called a vacancy;

The vacant site

the vacancy is labelled B in the
9

10

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

□ B o

o

o

oA

o

o

o

□B o

o

o

o

o

o

oa

o

o

o

after
o . a
jump
o

o

Figure 2.1: Illustration of monovacancy diffusion.
Atom A has exchanged places with vacancy B.

11
figure.

Atom A is vibrating in its potential well and

strikes t h e potential barrier

separating its lattice

site and the vacant lattice site uQ times pe r
T ypically i/Q is 1 0 13
tions,

at o m A will

energy

to

sec- 1 .

at

ov e r c o m e

D ue

some point

the barrier;

to thermal

second.
fluctua

in time have enough
the r e s u l t

v a c ancy a n d atom A have exchanged places.

is the

Of course,

this process continues indefinitely.

B. The Equilibrium Number of Vacancies in a Solid
The

idea of a perfect s o l i d

that never occurs.

is an idealization

Thermodynamics shows that a solid at

equilibrium will have defects, the simplest defect being
the common vacancy.
The thermodynamical state function of choice when
dealing with solids is the Gibbs function.

This arises

because temperature and pressure are the intensive var
iables and the n u m b e r
variable.

of p a r t i c l e s

is the

extensive

The Gibbs function is defined as

G=E+PV-TS

(2.1)

where E is the internal energy, P is the pressure, V is
the volume,
entropy.

T is the absolute temperature, and S is the

A t pressures of the order of one atmosphere

the PV term may be neglected since it is much less than
E.

Thus, Eq. 2.1 becomes
G=E-TS.

(2.2)

12
Often, G is called the free energy.
Consider the difference in free energy, AG, between
a solid with n vacancies and one with no vacancies;
AG= -nEf-TSf

(2.3)

where Ef is the energy required to form a single vacancy
and Sf

is the difference

solids.

in th e

entropy of the two

Recall that the entropy is proportional to the

logarithm of the number of energetically equivalent
states.

A

theorem

states

that

(AG)^p>0

for any

variation away from equilibrium at constant temperature
and pressure;

this

implies the free energy must be a

minimum for equilibrium

(Van66) .

Minimization of AG

with respect to the number of vacancies yields the equi
librium number of vacancies.

The result is

n=Nexp(-Ef/kT)

(2.4)

where k is Boltzmann's constant and N is the number of
atoms.

Equation

2.4

is derived

strong temperature dependence
tration is important.
1 ev;

in Appendix A.

The

of the vacancy concen

Typically, Ef is of the order of

this gives v a c ancy concentrations n/N of about

10-17 at room temperature for aluminum and about lO”3
near the melt.

A good review of the above arguments is

given in the book by Mott and Gurney (Mot64).

C. The Jump Frequency
As mentioned earlier,

the atom vibrates about its

13
lattice point i/G times per second.

Put another way, the

atom strikes the potential barrier separating it from
the a djacent vacant

site vQ times per second.

v0 is

often called the attempt frequency and is taken to be
the Debye frequency.

Usually, the atom lacks sufficient

energy to overcome the barrier; but, on occasion it does
have enough energy and an atomic jump occurs.
The energy needed to overcome the barrier is called
the migration energy: Em .

The atom will have sufficient

thermal energy to overcome the barrier a fraction
exp(-Em /kT)
equal

to

of the time.

the

The jump frequency, p j , is

number of times the

atom strikes

the

barrier times the probability it has enough energy to
overcome the barrier:
p j=*0exp (-Em/kT) .

(2.5)

Thus, the jump frequency is thermally activated.

D. The Jump Rate
Two events must occur before an atom can jump into
a vacant lattice site.
vacant.

First, the adjacent site must be

Second, the atom must have the requisite energy

to overcome the barrier.
The jump rate, wj, of atomic diffusion is the jump
frequency times the probability the neighboring site is
vacant.

Since there are n vacancies and N lattice site,

the probability each site is vacant is n/N.

Thus, the

14
jump rate is
coj=i/0exp (-Em/kT) exp (-Ef/kT) =i/Qexp (-Ed/kT)

(2.6)

where E d=Em +Ef and is called the activation energy of
diffusion.

If

there

are

Z nearest

neighbors,

the

prefactor must be multiplied by Z; but, there already
exists uncertainty in the prefactor.

There

are two

additional entropic factors that appear in the prefactor
that have not be e n considered.
additional
movement

entropy
of the

potential barrier.

(Sm ) that

One of these is the
arises because

atom over the

of the

saddle point

The other entropy term

of the

(Sf)

arises

because the atoms surrounding a vacancy tend to relax
about the vacant
frequencies.

In

site,

changing the local vibrational

any event,

thermally activated terms;

the

jump

rate

diffusion is a

has

two

thermally

activated process.

2.2 NMR THEORY
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has a rich history
in the study of motions in solids and liquids.

In fact,

one of the first applications of NMR was the determi
nation of diffusion coefficients

in liquids

(Hah50) .

The development of NMR slow motion techniques has made
the study of diffusion in solids an everyday occurrence
(Sli64, Jee67).

15
A. Basic NMR
The interaction of interest is the coupling of a
magnetic

f i e l d with the nuclear magnetic moment.

The

Hamiltonian of a nucleus with nuclear magnetic moment u
in a static field
H—

u

is

-Sq .

(2.6)

The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are
Ej^=—7ftH 0m

(2.7)

w h e r e m = I ,I — 1 ,....- I , 7 is the n u c l e a r gyromagnetic
ratio,

I is the nuclear spin quantum number,

Planck's

con s t a n t

d i v i d e d by

2tt.

There

and a is

are

(21+1)

equally spaced energy levels; the difference in energy
between adjacent levels is -7«H0 .

If the spins are in

thermal equilibrium, then the energy states are occupied
according to the Boltzmann factor?

that is, the proba

b i l i t y pm t h a t a given spin has energy Em
confused with the migration energy)
pm =exp (~7ftH0m/kT) .

(not to be

is

Any spin system that occupies its

energy levels according to the Boltzmann factor is said
to be described by a temperature T (Abr83, Sli80) .

This

temperature may or may not equal the bath temperature.
In solids, the most obvious bath is the lattice and the
temperature of the lattice and spin system will

event

u a l l y become equal if there is a coupling between the
two systems.

The net magnetization of the nuclear spins

obeys Curie's Law
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i^CiSo/T
where

(2.8)

c is a constant equal to N-y2ft2I(I+l)/k and N is

the number of spins.
The magnetization is not achieved instantaneously
but appears at a rate 1/T^.
lattice relaxation time.

T^ is called the spinThis rate is controlled by

mechanisms w h i c h allow the transfer of energy between
the

spin sy s t e m

and the

lattice.

T ^ -1

is strongly

dependent upon motions occurring with frequencies near
the

Larmor frequency

(Blo48).

The Larmor frequency is

7 times the magnetic field strength.

B. Concept of Dipolar Order
Consider a solid which has been allowed to soak in
a static magnetic field and has acquired a magnetization

5.

If the sample is removed from the magnetic field, it

will

have zero magnetization according to experimental

observation.

If the removal was done adiabatically and

the sample is adiabatically reintroduced to the magnetic
field with the
procedure

is

observed.

constraint that the total time of the
le s s

than

T^,

a remarkable

The magnetization reappears

event

is

(without waiting

Ti again)1
This

phenomenon

experiment

was

done

isentropic

process.

can

be understood.

adiabatically

then

Since
it was

the
an

The Zeeman order was transferred

to d i p o l a r order when the sample was removed from the
magnetic

field.

alignment
magnetic

of

Dipolar order

the

fields.

nuclear
These

is the preferential

spins

local

along

are

random

local

fields are created by

neighboring nuclear magnetic moments.
fields

their

throughout

Since the local

the

solid then this

explains why no m a g n e tization was observed while the
sample was out of the applied field.

When the sample is

i s entropically reintroduced to the field,

the dipolar

order is adiabatically transferred to Zeeman order and
the magnetization reappears in a time short compared to
T 2 (Fuk81).

C. Jeener-Broekaert Experiment
There

are several

easy ways

order into dipolar order.
the

zero.

the

applied

field

Zeeman

The method mentioned above is

first to come to mind.

reduce

to transfer

A similar technique is to
strength

adiabatically to

These techniques are fine provided T]_ is long or

provided the experimenter has the patience to undertake
these methods.
have

been

Fortunately,

developed

to

several pulse techniques

transfer

Zeeman

order

into

dipolar order in the rotating frame? these include the
adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame
and the Jeener-Broekaert three pulse technique
The Jeener-Broekaert experiment is used here.

(And62)
(Jee67) .
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A s i m p l e model

describing the way the three pulse

experiment transfers Zeeman order into dipolar order is
given

(Jee67) .

The model is flawed but offers an easy

v i s u a l i z a t i o n of h o w the t r a nsfer
Fig. 2.2

is accomplished.

illustrates the idea and is the same used in

the original work of Jeener and Broekaert.
First, consider the radiofreguency carrier to be in
the center of the line; this results in fast spins on
one side
side.

of the c a r r i e r and slow spins on the other

The average spins will be on the carrier.

in this

Fast

context implies that these spins have a local

magnetic

field component parallel to the Zeeman field

and slow implies that these spins have a local magnetic
field anti-parallel to the Zeeman field.
Second,
Prior

to

c o nsider the

the

f i rst

90x -t-90y pulse

pulse the

sample

sequence.

is m a g netized

(Zeeman order): there is an abundance of fast, slow, and
average

spins parallel to

Immediately
aligned
th e

after

the

first pulse,

a long the -y-axis.

spins

begin

to

(Sq defines the z-axis) .
these

spins

are

During the waiting time t

dephase;

the

fast

spins

travel

counterclockwise in the x-y plane, the slow spins travel
clockwise,

and the average spins remain parallel to the

-y-axis.

The time t

fast s p i n s

is chosen such that the average

and the average slow spins precess approx

imately + or - 90°.

After the second pulse is applied
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f,s,a
9 0 -x

X

X

r

wait t

90y

X

X

Figure 2.2: A model illustrating the transfer of Zeeman
order to d i p o l a r order by the Jeener-Broekaert exper
iment.

the slow spins are parallel with the z-axis and the fast
spins

are anti-parallel to the z-axis.

spins

are

fields

found to be

anti-parallel

(parallel to +z axis)

Thus the fast
to their local

and the

slow spins are

anti-parallel to their corresponding local field (anti
parallel to the + z axis).

The resultant energy is the

sum of the energy of the fast spins and slow spins; this
energy is of the form E'l:o^:a^w-27ftHjJ.

This corresponds

to

supporting

dipolar

hypothesis

order.

More

evidence

this

is that the bulk magnetization is zero but

the magnetization along the local fields has the same
magnitude and has only changed direction.
As

mentioned

earlier,

this

explanation

of the

Jeener-Broekaert pulse sequence does have problems.

A

major flaw is that the finite pulses do not preserve the
fast

or

slow

character

b e c a u s e the local
spins;
are

applied

arise.
the

these

spins.

flip-flop

This

occurs

fields are due to the neighboring

spins change orientation when the pulses
and thus

a change

in the

Another problem with this model

like I+iI_2 «
t

of the

terms

local

fields

is it ignores

in the dipolar Hamiltonian: terms

Flip-flops may occur in the time interval

(roughly one per spin in time T 2) ; thus the z-compo

nent of the local field changes for those nuclei which
have

undergone this process.

This is contrary to the

above model where it was assumed that the local field
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never changed during the experiment.

Thus,

it becomes

obvious that the model ignores many important process
es.

still, this model does make the three pulse method

understandable.
Jeener and Broekaert used spin thermodynamics and
the density matrix to prove their technique.
results

Their

indicate that in a system with purely dipolar

coupling

and a Gaussian

line

shape only 52% of the

available Zeeman order can be transferred into dipolar
order

(the actual

efficiency depends on the lattice).

In order to achieve this

efficiency,

the first pulse

must be a 90 degree pulse and the second pulse must be a
45 degree pulse; the phase shift between the two pulses
m u s t be 9 0 degrees.
mu s t be near T 2 •
plicable

The time between the two pulses

Furthermore,

the technique is ap

only wh e n T ! » T 2 , where T 2 is the spin-spin

relaxation time.
The big question is: Why transfer Zeeman order into
dipolar order?

Immediately after the transfer,

alignment of spins along their local fields
order)
thermal
the

(dipolar

is much larger than allowed by Curie's Law at
equilibrium.

The dipolar order must relax to

equilibrium value which

local field is small.
has

the

The relaxation is exponential and

a time constant T^p.

relaxation time.

is nearly zero since the

T^d

Just as Tx

is called the dipolar
is sensitive to motions

22
occurring at the Larmor frequency,

is sensitive to

motions occurring at the Larmor frequency of the local
field.

Typically,

region.
makes

A d i f f e r e n t but equivalent view:

a jump to

local field.
order

these motions are in the kilohertz

a new site then it experiences a new

This results in relaxation of the dipolar

(see below) .

jumping

if an atom

can

be

Thus, very slow motions and atomic

detected by monitoring

the

dipolar

relaxation time (Ail71).

D. Relaxation by Conduction Electrons in a Metal
One

of

the

dominant

spin-lattice

relaxation

mechanisms in a metal is due to the conduction electrons
(Sli80).

In a relaxation process the nucleus undergoes

a transition which results in the absorption or emission
of energy.
system
system.

Since energy is conserved there must exist a

capable

of

e xchanging

energy w i t h

the

spin

The conduction electrons form such a system.
A

simple

explanation

is p r o v i d e d by the

contact

interaction; I is the nuclear spin and S is the electron
spin.

This interaction has terms like IZSZ (this term

is not

important to relaxation but is responsible for

the K n i g h t
spin

makes

shift)

and I+ S_+I_S+.

a transition,

simultaneous transition.

an
The

Whenever a nuclear

electron

undergoes

electron goes

a

from an

23
initial

state

orientation
vector k'

described by wave vector k and

s to a

final

state described by a wave

and spin orientation s'.

ence betw e e n the two
dif f e r e n c e

spin

The energy differ

electron states is equal to the

in energy between the

states of the nuclear spin.

initial

and

final

This process is a result of

the flip-flop term of the contact interaction.
Korringa derived an expression for the spin-lattice
relaxation time due
metal

(Kor50).

to the conduction electrons in a

The expression was derived by consider

ing the coupling between the s-state electrons

(these

electrons' wavefunction are nonvanishing at the
nucleus)

and the nuclei.

The spin-lattice relaxation

time due to the conduction electrons is Tie and satis
fies
Tl e (AH/H)2=(fc/47rkT) h^ / l n )Z .

(2.9)

AH/H is the Knight Shift; the resonance frequency in a
metal is usually higher than in a diamagnetic compound
containing the metal.

This arises because of the IZS2

term in the contact

interaction between the electrons

and the nuclei (Kni56).
There
lation.

are
First,

transitions

two

important

properties

of this

T^e is proportional to 1/kT.

involve

small

amounts

of

re

Nuclear

energy;

only

electrons with empty adjacent states can participate in
the transfer of energy.

In a metal,

these particular

24
electrons are those In the tail of the fermi distribu
tion; the number of electrons in the tail is proportion
al to kT.
the

Since the relaxation rate is proportional to

number

of

participating

Tie is

to

the m agnetic

field strength because the nuclear spin
are

small

Second,

then

proportional

frequencies

1/kT.

electrons,

T]_eT is independent of

compared to

relevant energies,

like kT.
Equation 2.9 was derived for spin-lattice relaxa
tion.

However,

since it is independent of the magnetic

field strength, it is applicable to relaxation along the
local

fields w i t h

along

the

local

one exception.

fields

The relaxation rate

is twice

that

of high-field

spin-lattice relaxation; that is
T 1D=(l/2)Tl e .
The

factor of

(2.10)

2 arises because Zeeman energy involves

only one n u c l e a r spin whereas the
relaxed

energy is

if either of the pair makes a transition.

principle,
from 1/2

dipolar

In

the proportionality factor may be different
since there may exist

correlat ions

between

electrons on adjacent lattice sites (And59).

E. Diffusion Contribution to T^ jj
There

is

usually

a temperature

regime

in most

materials where atomic diffusion occurs at a rate that
will be important in relaxation.

The

dipolar

processes

relaxation

occurring

atomic m o t ions

time

is determined by

in the kilohertz

region.

Slow

are important in determining T 1D.

The

strong collision theory of Slichter and Ailion

(Sli64)

considered

on the

dipolar

the

effects

of

r e l a x a t i o n time.

slow

atomic

jumps

Their assumptions were that

the time between jumps is much greater than T 2 and that
the

s u d d e n approximation holds.

allows

the e s t a b l i s h m ent

each jump.

The first assumption

of a spin temperature after

The second assumption implies that the spin

orientation does not change during a jump (a jump occurs
in a time of 10"13 seconds, a time
time
but

much faster than the

r equired for a spin to make a single precession)
does

result

in a dr a s t i c

change of the dipolar

Hamiltonian.
This theory showed that the dipolar relaxation rate
is proportional to the jump rate:
l/T1D=2(l-p)/rj.

(2.11)

rj is the time between jumps.

Whenever a jump occurs,

the diffusing atom will most likely acquire a new local
field much different from its original local field (the
local fields are nearly random in space) and at the same
time

its

spin orien t a tion will be the same after the

jump as before the jump.

The diffusing atom's original

partner also experiences a change in local field.
both

atoms

are

Thus,

involved in relaxing the dipolar order
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and the relaxation rate of the dipolar order is twice
the jump rate.

However,

since the local

field of the

atoms after the jump is not completely random relative
to

their

local

fields

before

the

correction to the relaxation rate.
the

(l-p)

atom is

jump,

there

is

a

This correction is

factor and comes about by the fact that each
c o u pled to a varying degree to more than one

neighbor.

F. NMR Determination of E^ and Em
NMR

offers

a means

to determine t h e

activation

energy of diffusion and the migration energy of diffu
sion.

The measurement of the dipolar relaxation rate

allows the determination of the jump rate.
tion

rate

due

to the

conduction

The relaxa

electrons

and

the

relaxation rate due to diffusion are assumed to add to
produce the overall dipolar relaxation rate in a metal:
l/T1D=2(l-p)/rj+2/Tl e .

(2.12)

The activation energy can be determined by measur
ing t h e

jump

rate as a function of temperature.

requires measuring T^ d

This

the Jeener-Broekaert experi

ment and the measurement of the spin-lattice relaxation
rate by conventional NMR techniques.
The migration energy is slightly more difficult to
obtain.

Recall that the jump rate wj satisfies

Eq. 2.6 and is proportional to the number of vacancies:

^(TJ^otntTJ/Nlexpt-Em/kT) .

(2.13)

The method for the measurement of the migration energy
is as follows.

First, prepare the sample at equilibrium

at temper a t u r e T s ; the number of vacancies is n(Ts ) .
Second,
Tf.

change the temperature rapidly to temperature

The vacancy concentration will change slowly as a

result of the temperature change.

Since vacancies are

created and destroyed at dislocations, there is a finite
time required for the change in their concentration to
occur.
to

By making the change in temperature fast enough

insure

change,

that

the

vacancy

c o n c e ntration

t h e n n ( T f ) = n ( T s ) is obtained.

does

Third,

immed

iately after the temperature change, measure T 1 D .
yields a jump rate wj ' (Tf).

not

This

This jump rate satisfies

« j '(Tf)=^0 [n(Ts )/N]exp(-Em/kTf) .

(2.14)

T h u s , a measurement of tuj 1 as a function of Tf yields
the migration energy alone.

2.3

The NMR and Diffusion Specifics of Aluminum
There are two isotopes of aluminum: 26A1 and 27A1.

This is interesting in that only 27A1 occurs naturally;
26A1 can be manufactured
is the o n l y one that

(with extreme difficulty)

is radioactive.

It is for this

reason that tracer studies were late in determining
d i f f usion parameters of aluminum.
2 7 A1.

This

and

the

Of concern here is

isotope has spin 1=5/2 and a gyromagnetic
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ratio

equal to 27rxll.lxl02

allowed by

its spin

(sec oersted)- 1 .

(>1/2),

As

it also has a quadrupole

moment Q=.156xl0-24 cm2 .
Pure aluminum metal has a melting point near
660 °C. Its structure is face centered cubic.

A. NMR Aspects of Aluminum Metal
The
from an

cubic symmetry of aluminum metal

is important

N M R viewpoint.

is 5/2,

S ince

the

spin

nucleus has an electric quadrupole moment (Sli80).
moment

interacts

produces

with

electric

a broader resonance;

This

field gradients

more importantly,

the

and

since

the en e r g y levels will not be equally spaced then the
relaxation will not be exponential and a unique T^ will
not exist.

However,

the cubic symmetry of the crystal

results in the lack of electric field gradients near the
nucleus.
the

If the crystalline symmetry is broken,

electric

possible

quadrupole

means

of

becomes

destroying

the

addition of defects such as vacancies.
the t e mperature

r e g i o n of t h i s

important.
symmetry

then
One

is the

As will be seen,

work has

such a lo w

c o n c e nt r a t i o n of vacancies that no noticeable effects
due to the quadrupole moment arise.
NMR w o r k

of Spokas

Indeed,

the early

and Slichter showed the quadrupole

moment to become noticeable only at temperatures above
450 °C (Spo59).
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The

nature

of the

aluminum is important.
gave

considerable

c o m p a r e d the

types

of d efects

p resent

in

The work of Simmons and Balluffi

insight

into t h i s

problem.

They

e x p a n s i o n of the lattice parameter with

bulk expansion measurements and found that the dominant
d e f ects

are v a c a n c y type defects,

all o t her defects

being negligible.
There are only two spin relaxation mechanisms that
are

important

in

this

work.

First,

there

interaction of the n u clear spin w i t h the
electrons.

The

conduction

spin-lattice relaxation time satisfies

the Korringa relation with TieT=1.8 sec K.
over

is the

This holds

the t e m p e r a t u r e range 1 °K to the melting point

(S p o 5 9 ) .

The

conduction electrons are also extremely

important in determining the dipolar relaxation rate.
Second,

there

nuclear spins.

is

the

m a g netic

i n t e r action

Since each spin has a magnetic moment,

each spin will experience a magnetic
neighboring spins.
field
fields
the

of the

field

due to its

An atomic jump will change the local

a t o m that makes the jump and the local

of its neighbors.

dipolar

between

energy

This results in a change in

of the

system

and thus

will

be

important in determining the dipolar relaxation rate.

B.

Diffusion Studies of Pure Aluminum
Diffusion has been studied intensively in aluminum by

many people.
data

Tables

l f 2, and 3 present some of the

obtained by these researchers.

First,

presents the activation energy of diffusion.

Table 1
Several

methods we re employed and all are in reasonable agree
ment.

Amazingly,

the results from the tracer experi

ments are slightly higher than the other results; this
is important since this is the only method that measures
diffusion directly.

Since the half-life of 26A1 is so

very long, the tracer measurements are difficult and not
as accurate as would be expected for an isotope with a
shorter half-life.
ev w i t h
Second,

1.3 3

The range of

ev

Table

as

the

is from 1.25 to 1.5

generally

2 presents the

accepted value.

formation energy data.

Once again, many techniques were employed.

The quench

ing and dilatation data produce a formation energy of
.76 ev whereas
va lue

closer

the positron annihilation data yield a

to

.66 ev.

analyzed by Seeger
tion

experiments

This

(See73).
failed to

discrepancy

has been

He notes that the dilata
consider the

effects

of

divacancies ne a r the m e l t which resulted in an over
estimation of the formation energy.

His analysis of the

d ilatation experiments produced a formation energy of
.66 ev which is in excellent agreement with the positron
annihilation studies.

The problems with the quenching

data has been discussed by Takamura
others)

(Tak65) .

He

(and

notes that thick samples have different cooling

TABLE 1
THE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF SELF DIFFUSION IN' ALUMINUM
METHOD
NMR linewidth
NMR T2
NMR Ti_
NMR
Tracer
Tracer
Quenching
Quenching
Quenching

Efl rev)
1.32
1.4
1.25
1.32
1.48
1.48
1.3
1.44
1.33

REFERENCE
Sto65
Spo59
Fra67
Sun71
Lun62
Bey 6 8
Pan58
DeS59a
Fed59

TABLE 2
THE VACANCY FORMATION ENERGY
METHOD
Quenching
Quenching
Quenching
Quenching
Quenching
Resistivity
Thermoelectric power
Dilatation
Dilatation
Dilatation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation
Positron annihilation

Ef (ev)
.77
.76
.79
.70
.69
.77
.74
.77
.76
.71
.62
.66
.64
.66
.67
.68
.66

REFERENCE
Kab65
DUC66
DeS59a
Fur76
Tza76
Sim60b
BOU68
Fed58
Sim60a
Bia66
Sne72
McK72
Hal74
Tri75
Kim74
Dlu77
Flu78

rates;

since more time is needed to quench the sample

then many of the defects have time to
change

character.

This

results

combine or to

in

a sample with

different characteristics than presumed and the result
ing analysis

is much more difficult. The most recent

quenching

experiments

attempted to

problem.

One

paid particular

(Fur7 6)

circumvent this
attention to

specimen thickness and analyzed the data accordingly;
this

gave

experiment

a

formation

(Tza76)

performed the

us ed

energy

of

.70

ev.

extremely thin

experiment at 200 °C

Another

samples

and

(to minimize diva

cancy formation); this resulted in a value of .69 ev for
the formation energy.

These two results are noticeably

lower than past quenching experiments.
that the
Third,
There

Thus, it appears

formation energy of pure aluminum is

Table

3 presents

the migration

is little data since there are

.66 ev.

energy

data.

few techniques

capable of measuring the migration energy.

Of course,

the difference in the activation energy and the forma
tion energy gives the migration energy.
scattering in the available data.

There is some

The value obtained

by using the values of the activation energy and the
formation

energy

is

.67

ev which

agreement with the values in Table 3.

is

in reasonable

TABLE 3
VACANCY MIGRATION ENERGY
METHOD
Quenching
Quenching
Neutron irradiation
NMR T x
Pulsed heating

Em (evl
.65
.65
.59
.55
.66

REFERENCE
DeS59b
Has80
Cer63
Sun71
Ono78

Chapter III
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

This cxshapter

is concerned with the description of

the apparat-— us and

methods used throughout the experi

ment.

3.1

MAGNET 1, MAGNET POWER SUPPLY.
AND FIIIELD STABILIZATION
A Varis_Lan model 3902 electromagnet was used in this

e x p e r i m e n t . , it
cooled magn«net.
and

are

is an iron core, low impedance, water
Tlie pole faces are 30.5 cm in diameter

s @ e p a r a t e d by

t h r o u g h o u t ^ * the
kilogauss;

3.5 cm.

experiment was

The

operating field

approximately

19.3

+ this corresponds to a resonance frequency of

approximatelsly 21.6 38 Mhz for Al.
The ma_egnet power supply is a water cooled,

solid

state instrc.nment. This current regulated power supply
has a bank

of 59

pass transistors arranged in parallel

mounted on s a water1 cooled plate.
driven by jg passgate drivers.

These transistors are

The passgate drivers and

the pass t:n:ransistors constitute the passgate circuit.
Naturally,

the current passing through the transistors

depends on fcrChow h a r d the passgate drivers are driving the
35
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transistors.

In effect, the overall action is much like

a variable resistor in series with the magnet coils.
Field stability is of utmost importance in the NMR
of solids whenever signal averaging is performed.
field

was

stable

to b ett e r than

1 ppm.

Our

T h ere are,

of course, many ways to ensure a stable magnetic field.
One method

is to hire someone to constantly adjust the

current to the magnet; however, there are much cheaper
and much more dependable
stability.

ways to ensure magnetic field

T h r e e methods are used for field stabili

zation: current regulation,

flux locking,

and NMR field

frequency locking.
Current

regulation

uses a

m o n i t o r the m a g n e t current.
s e n s i n g resistor

is compared to

(error voltage)

amplified

applied

drivers.
in the

to

r e s i s t o r to

The voltage across the

The difference
and

sensing

a reference voltage.

in the two voltages is

the base of

the p a s s g a t e

This forms a negative feedback loop resulting
adjustment

of the current passed by the power

transistors and the magnetic field strength is correct
ed.
Rapid

changes

in the magnetic field are counter

acted by a flux locker.
pickup

and

buckout

Two sets of coils are used: the

coils.

c h a nges in the mag n e t ic
Law.

This is amplified

The pickup

coils

detect

field according to Faraday's

and a correction signal is then
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sent: to the buckout coils which create a magnetic field
correction.

Also,

a correction signal is sent to the

power supply; this alleviates the long term load on the
buckout coils.

However, very small or very slow changes

in t h e magnetic
coils.

This

field cannot be sensed by the pickup

is because Faraday's Law is a derivative

law? that is £=-d^/dt.
Initially,

one would consider the current regula

tion and flux locking schemes to be adequate for field
regulation.
the

effect

This, however,

is not the case.

Consider

of temperature change of the air or magnet

cooling water? both would change the physical nature of
the

magnet

Also,

and w ould thus change the magnetic field.

small changes in the magnetic

field that occur

over long periods of time cannot be detected by the flux
locker.

Neither

of the two previous

field regulation

techniques would be able to deal with problems of this
sort.

So,

a field regulation scheme which directly

m o n i t o r s the magnetic field is desirable; this is the
NMR field-frequency locking method.

The instrument used

here has been thoroughly described in the thesis of Phil
Kuhns

(Kuh82) .

Briefly,

it consists of a miniature NMR

probe

and cw spectrometer.

The p r o b e

is a tuned LC

circuit with doped C6Fg as a sample; the doping is done
with

the

free

radical

TEMPO and

is

responsible

for

r e d u c i n g the T^ of the 19F to approximately 20 milli
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seconds.

The time averaged response

of the

19F NMR

signal tells how far and in which direction the magnetic
field has urifted.

A correction signal is then sent to

the flux locker where a correcting field is applied by
the buckout coils.

3.2 PROBE
Figure 3.1 shows the tuned circuit and the imped
ance matching circuit used to transfer the rf from the
transmitter to the probe.

The tuned circuit is an LC

circuit with fixed values; this has an impedance that is
typically higher than the characteristic impedance of
the

spectrometer

(50 o h m s ) .

The impedance matching

circuit provides the means to match the impedance.

The

tuning and coupling capacitors are variable air plate
capacitors;

these offer the necessary flexibility to

keep the circuit tuned and the impedance matched.
Several types of capacitors were tried in the tuned
circuit.

These

mica capacitors.

included teflon trimmer, ceramic,
During long rf pulses

and

(80 m sec), the

a i r variable capacitors experienced rf breakdown.

The

ceramic capacitors were quite capable of sustaining the
long rf pulses but these capacitors1 capacitance drifted
due to the temperature changes produced by heating from
the

long rf pulses.

worked

best

even

The

though

inexpensive mica capacitors
they too

experienced

some
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Figure 3.1; Tuned LC circuit (a) and impedance matching
circuit (b) . Fine tuning is done by adjusting CT , CC;
and L 1.
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heating due to loss.

3.3

SPECTROMETER
The

NMR

spectrometer

units:

the

transmitter,

ceiver.

It is a heterodyned,

T h e gating and phasing
frequency of 30 Mhz.

consists

of three m a j o r

the duplexer,

and the

re

four-phase, pulsed unit.

are done at the

intermediate

Figure 3.2 is a block diagram of

the spectrometer.
The first element of the transmitter is the General
R a dio C o m p a n y type
sizer.

1164A coherent frequency s y n t h e 

This was used to generate the

3 0 Mhz

inter

mediate frequency and the 1 Mhz signal used by the NMR
field-frequency locker.

A tunable signal with frequency

of 30 Mhz plus the NMR resonance frequency uQ was also
produced; this signal is later heterodyned down to the
NMR frequency.
The p o w e r splitter takes the 3 0 Mhz

signal

and

generates two 30 Mhz signals in phase with one another.
The same is done to the 30+i/o Mhz signal.
The switchyard generates
different
signals

phases:

0°,

90°,

four 30 Mhz signals with
180°,

and

270°.

These

are gated and then combined; the sum is then

heterodyned to the frequency u Q .

This illustrates one

advantage of heterodyning in that any phase of arbitrary
t/Q signal can be produced without any modifications

of

TRANSMITTER

9 ’

Power
S plitter

Synthesizer

Switch
yard

30

O*.

__ ? . t e £
I 8 ( 2 y Gating
270°^

«

1
1
i
f

P u lse
T im e rs

I
I

3 0 + 1/
3 0 + 14

Power
S plitter

High
Pow er
Amplifier

Low Ross Filter J

f

I

A ttenuator

High
Pow er
A m plifier

( H ig h R a s s F i il e r )

DUPLEXER
P ro b e
A /4 C oble

P reo m p

Muting

30 + u

f

IF A m p lifier

3

Oo
90*
S p litter
PSD
| Audio
Dual Low P a s s P illars

e h
Digitizer

RECEIVER

Figure 3.2:

Block diagram of the spectrometer.

Com puter
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the pulse circuitry.
High frequency components will be generated during
the

process

of heterodyning

uencies) .

Therefore,

after

heterodyning

the

(sum and difference freq

a low pass
circuit

filter
to

is

inserted

eliminate t h e s e

components.
The last stage of the transmitter consists of two
h i g h power amplifiers.

The first amplifier is an ENI

model A-300 amplifier? this is a 300 watt class A ampli
fier.

This amplifier drives the second amplifier which

is a modified Hallicrafters unit.

The Hallicrafters is

class C and uses RCA 7094 power tubes.

In cascade, the

two power amplifiers generated 1200 watts of power.
The last stage of the transmitter is followed by a
high pass filter.

This filter is used to filter out any

low frequency components generated by the amplifiers.
The signal now enters the duplexer.
operates as a switchbox.

The duplexer

The crossed diodes conduct

during the time the amplifiers are on since the voltage
is mu c h h i g h e r than the
conduction.

1.0 volt

necessary to start

When the amplifiers are off the diodes act

as an infinite resistance and will not pass any signal
from the probe (the signal from the probe is roughly 1.0
microvolt).
When the pulse from the amplifier passes through
the

crossed diodes,

it has two paths it can go.

The
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quarter-wave cat) cable a:nd grounded crossed diodes have the
property that i z, it appsears as an infinite impedance when
the grounded cEj crossedthe only path
the probe.

diodes conduct

(Sen71); therefore,

available to th e high power pulses is to

WfcJH When fclie nuclear signal

reaches the juj(; junction
and crossed dio|0 iodea,

from the probe

containing the quarter-wave cable

i t must go in the direction of the

preamplifier siij since "tire quarter-wave now appears to have
low impedance. .a:e. Th.es

signal cannot pass through either

set of diodes s a sines i t is v e r y weak.
The
lifier.

signsitrhal e n t e r s the
The prdj preamplifier is

receiver at the preamp
a homemade device tuned at

the NMR resonan«fis#nce frequency.
After the spie s i g n a l passes the preamplifier,
heterodyned toojio the
Then the

signaenfhal is

intermediate frequency of 30 Mhz.
amplified and detected by phase

sensitive dete^'tectiox*. •
results in two
ture.

it is

The phase sensitive detection

&ro signals: one i n phase and one in quadra

The outpsifitput s i g n a l is now in the audio range and

is filtered by( by the

low p a s s

filters; this

sets the

receiver bandwicivttfidth a n d reduces the noise accordingly.
Since it ii - is veary difficult to store, average, and
analyze an analds^log signal, the signal is digitized.
is done with at j, a Biomation model 2805A digitizer.
digitizes 2048

8-8 points per channel.

sent to the combtfQiiput&rr

Of these,

This
It

1024 are

where t h e data is stored and later
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manipulated.

The

computer

is

also

used

for

the

initiation and timing of the pulse sequences used in the
experiment.

3.4

TEMPERATURE CONTROL. PULSE HEATER.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
The

equilibrium

temperature

of

the

sample was

controlled by a proportional mode, home-made temperature
controller.

This

instrument works around a negative

feedback loop and gates the 120 volt line voltage across
the heating resistor.

The heating resistor is nothing

more than a coil of nichrome wire.
heating gas.

Air was used as the

The background temperature was controlled

to within a half of a degree over long periods of time.
Due to the nature of the experiment,

the tempera

ture of the sample must be raised by a fair amount and
very rapidly; this is called T-jumping.
rf heating.

This is done by

The rf is coupled to the aluminum sample

using the same coil and tuned circuits that are used for
the N M R experiments.

However,

a simple modification

m u s t be done to the duplexer in order to protect the
crossed

diodes.

since

the

crossed

diodes

cannot

tolerate high currents over a long period of time
rf h e a t i n g p u l s e

is 8 0 m s e c ) , they m u s t be bypassed

during the heating pulse.
duplexer.

(the

Figure 3.3 shows the modified

The m o d i f i c a t i o n

consists

of

inserting a

relay that operates in the following manner.

When the

Transmitter
High Pass Filter

Of

¥

XA Cable

•.II-

IT
Probe

Figure 3.3:

Ch

Modified duplexer.

•Preamp
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rf heating pulse is applied,

the rf goes directly from

amplifier to the probe thereby isolating the high rf
from the crossed diodes and the receiver.
after the

long p u l s e

amplifier to the

of rf,

Immediately

the relay connects

the

crossed diodes and the probe to the

quarter-wave cable which is the normal operating mode
for the NMR rig and is identical to Figure 3.2.
The

magnitude

of

the

temperature

change

was

controlled by gating the duty cycle of the rf heating
pulses in an on-off mode during the time set aside for
heating;

this time was 80 msec in all experiments.

controlling

the

temperature jump
imately 100 K.
the

relay

width

and time be t w e e n pulses

By
the

could be adjusted from 0 to approx

However, since it takes 20 msec to close

and

since

the

temperature

decays

to

the

background rather rapidly (estimated time constant of 40
msec), the maximum useful temperature jump was 50 K.
The temperature of the air surrounding the sample
was m e a s u r e d w i t h
Since

the

a c o p per-constantan thermocouple.

experiment

was

normally

c arried

out

at

temperatures

e x c e e d i n g the m e l t i n g point of tin-lead

so l der,

copper-constantan

the

soldered to insure good contact.
technique was u s e d

silver

A four-lead resistance

to m easure the temperature of the

sample as a f unction of time;
Figure 3.4.

junction was

this

is illustrated in

The sample was constructed such that it had

1+7

Voltmeter
Constant
Current
Supply
Voltmeter
Copper Contact
P ressure Plate
Voltmeter

Aluminum
Sam ple
GopperConstantan
Thermocouple

°
NMR Coil

O

I

O

F i g u r e 3.4:
i l l u stration of the 4-le a d resistance
measurement and the sample-coil geometry.
The sample is
folded about the dashed line and centered in the coil.

four leads; these leads ran out the top of the NMR coll
to four copper strips.

Each of the aluminum leads was

paired with one of the copper strips; these pairs were
electrically

insulated from one another by sheets of

mica.

The assembly was held together by two copper

pl a t e s

screwed together with much

force which also

guaranteed good electrical contact between the copper
and aluminum

leads.

A

strip of manganin wire with

a resistance near that of the aluminum was used as a
reference to insure that the current applied to the
sample was the same for each measurement.

.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the experiment are presented here.
Also,

recommendations

are made that will,

perhaps,

improve the technique during its future applications.

4.1 PULSE HEATING
Since a four-lead resistance measurement was used
for m o n i t o r i n g the sample temperature, there exists a
question of temperature uniformity within the sample.
Af ter all,

it is possible that small sections of the

sample get extremely hot in comparison to other sec
tions.
The

sample

the N M R coil

was

centered

on

the

long

axis

of

and he l d in place by one slab of mica.

This arrangement ensures that the applied radiofrequency
field

H-l is

always

aluminum sample.

parallel

to the

surface

of the

Typically, the background temperature

is approximately 530 K during the T-jump experiment.
The T-jump is performed by the application of an intense
rf field which results in joule heating of the sample as
d escribed in A p pendix B.

There it is shown that the
49
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change in temperature obeys
AT=B2 (At)/2capd 2 .

(4.1)

The magnetic induction can be determined by noting that
the time required to execute a 90° pulse is equal to
*/(tB) .

This

seconds;
gauss.

time was

this results

d e termined to be

2.8

micro

in a magnetic induction of 161

But this is not the number to be blindly plugged

into the equation.

Due to the long times required to

get a sizeable heating (typically 80 msec), there is an
enormous drain on the power supplies.
length

of

reduction
coil.

a

few

of the

milliseconds

In fact, a pulse

shows

applied v oltage

a substantial

across

the

sample

Observation of this reduction for 80 millisecond

pul s e s
thus,

showed a 20% reduction in the applied voltage;

the magnetic induction value used for calculating

the temperature change is 129 gauss.
second pulse,

For a 70 milli

Eq. 4.1 predicts a temperature change of

66 K; the observed temperature change was 63 K.

This is

fortuitously good agreement.
These numbers are in very good agreement yet there
still

exists

some doubt as to the uniformity of the

temperature jump as a function of position in the coil.
That is, there is the question of
coil.

homogeneity of the

The Hi homogeneity was determined by measuring

the 90° pulse time of a water sample doped with FeCl3 as
a function of position in the coil.

The doping is for
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convenience since this reduces the
order of milliseconds.

of water to the

The length of the coil was 1.7

cm and the size of the water sample was 2 mm.

90° pulse

times were measured at each increment of 1/4 cm.
times

are shown as a function position in the coil in

Figure 4.1.

The length of the coil and the sample are

superimposed on the plot.
times

These

The distribution of 90° pulse

is within 5% of the average value.

Thus,

it is

seen that the H]_ is relatively homogeneous.
One last question remains concerning the temperature
of the sample.
classical

Since the he a t i n g occurs within the

skin depth of the sample,

there remains the

question of temperature uniformity from the surface to
the center of the sample.
is not a problem.

It is shown below that this

In Appendix C is was shown that the

time needed for two regions of the sample separated by a
distance 1 and differing in temperature by AT to come to
thermal equilibration is
tT=(1.2 sec/cm2 )l2 .
The

samples

1= •012 mm,

used h a d

(4.2)

a thickness

of

.025 mm;

using

this gives a thermal equilibration time of

a p p r o x i m a t e l y 2 microseconds!

This is extremely fast

compared to any times required for our experiments and
the temperature distribution within the thickness of the
sample can be considered to be constant.
The above arguments and agreements between observa-
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tion and t h e o r y

indicate that the

observed tempera

ture change is real and that all regions of the sample
are at the same temperature.

4.2 ELECTRIC OUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
Since a l uminum has
gua d r u p o l e moment.
field gradients

spin 5/2,

This

can

it has an electric

interact w i t h electric

to perturb the nuclear energy levels.

Crystals w i t h cubic symmetry have no electric

field

gradients at the lattice sites provided there exist no
imperfections
several

ways

to
that

become n o t i c e a b l e

destroy
the

the

symmetry.

guadrupolar

There

are

interactions

can

in cubic crystals.

These are the

addition of impurities in high enough concentrations and
a high density of crystalline imperfections.

Aluminum

with 99.9995% purity was used throughout this experiment
to

eliminate

major

the

concern

role

h e re,

of
are

impurities.
a type

of

Vacancies,

a

imperfection.

However, their motion is so fast that any electric field
gradients associated with their presence is averaged to
zero.
as

This is true provided their concentration is low

is the case in the temperature region of this work

(Blo54).
vacancies

It

has

been

noted

that

the p r e s e n c e

near the me lt has v e r y noticeable effects.

The question of other imperfections remains.
p hysical

of

No direct

t e s t was performed to detect the presence of
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other imperfections.
however.

Their absence can be

inferred

Schmidt has noted that the 90° pulse length of

the -1/2-+1/2 transition for a spin 5/2 nucleus in the
presence of quadrupolar interactions is 1/3 the length
of a 90° pulse of a spin 5/2 nucleus in the absence of a
quadrupole
tions

splitting

(the rf excites all five transi

in the absence of the quadrupole splitting)

(Abr83,

Sch72) .

A

simple test

along

this

line was

performed to check for the presence of a quadrupolar
interaction.

A sample of A1 (1703)3 solution was prepared

and NMR was performed on the Al+3 ion.

In solution, the

rapid motion of the ion will average any electric field
gradients to zero.

Since the aluminum ion and aluminum

metal have different frequencies, the spectrometer was
tuned to 21.62 Mhz: midway between the two values.

The

90° pulse time of the ion was determined and found to be
equal to the 90° pulse time of the metal.
observed metal
transitions.

resonance

Thus,

the

is from all five degenerate

The quadrupole interaction problem can be

safely ignored.

4.3 EQUILIBRIUM DATA
The equilibrium T 1D data is presented here.

This

data allows the determination of the activation energy
of diffusion and produces important constants that are
n eeded in the T-jump data.

Almost all the data lies
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within the temperature range of 510 K to 588 K.
An

expression

was

derived

in Chapter II that

relates T^ d to the jump time and to the relaxation time
due to the conduction electrons; it is;
1/Tid=2 (l-p)/rj+2/Tie .
There w e r e remarks ma de
associated with T^e .

(4.3)
concerning the

factor

of 2

To avoid any uncertainty with this

factor, it was measured.
The sample was taken to 450 K? here rj is so much
greater than T le that the term containing the jump time
can be ignored (see Figure 4.2).

T^ q was measured using

the Jeener-Broekaert three pulse sequence:
90x-tw -4 5y-T*-45y

(see below) .

Tie was measured by

the p u l s e sequence diagrammed in Figure 4.3.

Signal

averaging is used so that for each value of r the pulse
sequence

is repeated many times.

The long saturation

pulse insures that the magnetization is zero immediately
after

its

application;

microseconds.

this

pulse

length was

200

r is the time during which the magnet

ization recovers and is varied from .01 to
Next comes the 180° pulse.

.1 seconds.

This pulse is applied only

during every o t her application of the sequence for a
given r for the

following reason.

When a radiofreq

uency pulse is applied to a metal, the induced current
interacts with the static magnetic field to produce a
coherent ultrasonic wave in the metal.

During receiv-
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Figure 4.2:
Equilibrium T^n and rj/2(l-p) data.
The
solid line for the T 1D data is an eye guide.
The line
for the jump time data is the best fit and yields
E<j=1.33 ev.
The dashed line is T^e as determined by
T^eT«1.802 sec K.
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Tle pulse sequence.
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ing, the acoustic energy is transformed to an oscillat
ing magnetic field which is detected by the probe.

This

problem is so severe that at many times it can be almost
impossible to see a legitimate NMR signal
Fuk79).

(Bue78,

The solution to this problem is to add-subtract

the data in such a way that the magnetization adds to a
finite value but the spurious signal adds to zero.
is the function of the blinking 180° pulse.

This

Inspection

of the magnetization occurs after the 90° pulse.
the magnetization is inverted on every other

Here

applica

tion of the pulse sequence by the blinking 180° pulse;
the

c o m p u t e r multiplies

obtain a finite signal.
signal
never
data

results

inverted

data

by

-1 to

Since the phase of the spurious

is determined by the
inverted.

signal.

the

inspection pulse,

it is

The add-subtract manipulation of the

in

the

cancellation

of

the

spurious

The 200 microsecond period between the 180° and

9 0° pulses

is mu c h less than T ^ e and has negligible

effect

the

on

data;

it s

function

is

to a l l o w

any

transverse magnetization to decay before application of
the inspection pulse.
The ratio of Tig/Tip was determined to be 2.039.
This value will be used instead of the factor of 2 in
Equation 4.3, though the difference is negligible.
Instead of measuring T le at each temperature that
t 1D

was measured,

T le was determined by the relation
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T i eT = c o n s t a n t .
in Chapter II.
450 K and

This

relation

has

been

d escribed

The Tie data is the same as that used at

it is

found that T 2eT = 1 -802

sec K -

Using

these last two results, Equation 4.3 becomes
l/T1D=2(l-p)/rj+(2.039/1.802)T.
The

e q uilibrium T ^

(4'. 4 )

data was taken using Jeener-

Broekaert pulse sequence given above.

The pulse lengths

and the time tw were determined by maximizing the Jeener
echo at room temperature.

These times were determined

at room temperature since the signal is much larger than
it is at 510 K (Curie's Law) .

Also, the probe remained

tuned w h e n taken from room temperature to 510 K; this
implies that the pulse times would be the same at the
two temperature regions.
Figure 4.2 shows the equilibrium T^d data.
cold

tempe r a t u r e

region

of the

data

(T<510

In the
K) , the

conduction electrons are the dominant relaxation mechan
ism.

This

data.

seen by the levelling off of the

No T 1D data

greater
First,

can be

than

588

is t aken w h e n the temperature is
K

for

the

following two

reasons.

the T^q times are becoming comparable to T 2 and

are difficult to measure
occurs d u r i n g the

(recall that the second pulse

free induction decay) .

Second,

the

strong collision theory of Slichter and Ailion fails
whenever
occurs,

the

jump time

is

less

than T 2 .

W h e n this

there is no simple relation relating the jump
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time to the dipolar relaxation time.

So, there is no

need to go higher than 588 K in this work.
Figure 4.2

also shows the jump times calculated

from Equation 4.4.
this line,
to be

The data is remarkably linear.

From

the activation energy of diffusion is found

1.3 3 ev.

This value

is in excellent agreement

with previous determinations.

4.4 T—JUMP EXPERIMENT
The

data

g iven here.
experiment

of the temperature jump
As m e n t i oned earlier,

experiment

the

idea

is

of this

is to change the temperature of the sample

from the initial temperature T^ to a final temperature
Tf r a p i d l y to create a v a c a n c y concentration out of
equilibrium.

A m e a s urement

of the

jump

rate

as a

function of the final temperature will then produce the
migration energy.
Figure 4.4
experiment.

shows the pulse sequence used in this

Recall that the same coil is used for the

NMR experiment and for the heating of the sample.
h e a t i n g pulse was
milliseconds.

set to h a v e

The

a fixed length of 8 0

During this 80 milliseconds, the on-off

time of the amplifier is adjusted to obtain the desired
magnitude

of

the

temperature

jump.

There

is

a 20

m i l l i s e c o n d wait between the end of the heating pulse
and the

start of the Jeener-Broekaert pulse sequence.

6i

45„

Heating Pulse

ECHO

A

-

►

T*
80 msec

2 0 m sec

Figure 4.4:
Pulse sequence for the T-jump experiment.
The last three pu l s e s are the Jeener-Broekaerfc exper
iment .
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This

time

is

each v a l u e
The

needed

of T*,

for

switching the

relay.

For

2500 data accumulations were taken.

90° pulse was a l t e r nately phase shifted by 180°.

This was done so that the acoustic ringing of the sample
could be averaged out by operating in the add-subtract
mode

of

above.
3.5

data

acquisition

similar

to

that d escribed

The cycle time between each pulse sequence was

seconds.

Typically,

six d i f f e r e n t values of T*

were used for each temperature jump which resulted in a
total time of nearly twelve hours for each experiment.
Two T-jump

e x p e r i ments w e r e performed:

T^=52 6 K and one w i t h

T^=542

K.

one with

Further experiments

w i t h d i f f e r e n t s t a r t i n g temperatures were considered
impractical

since

the

range

of

useful

T 1D values

occurred over such a small temperature region (510 K to
59 0 K) .

Figures

function of 1000/T

4.5

and

4.6

show

rj/2(l-p)

as

a

for the two starting temperatures.

The data with Tj/=526 K gave a migration energy equal to
.71 ev and the data with T£=542 K gave Em=.66 ev.
values

are

in rea s o n a ble

These

agreement with the accepted

value given in Chapter II.
The agreement between our experimental value of the
m i g r a t i o n energy and the accepted value is fortuitous
since t h e h e a t i n g pulse,
long.

as will be seen, may be too

The mean jump time of an atom can be expressed as
rj^CexptEm/kTf}[N/n(Tf )].

(4.5)
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7j/2(l-p)

i/jisec)

10,000

T, = 526 K

1000

100
1.6

1.8
1000/T

2.0

2.2

(K"1)

Figure 4.5: T-jump data with T£=*526 K.
best fit and gives Em=.71 ev.

The line is the

6k

T,/2(l-p)

(/.(.sec)

10,000

T = 542 K

1000

100
1.6

1.8
1000/T

2.0
(K"‘)

Figure 4.6: T-jump data with Ti=542 K.
best fit and gives Em=.66 ev.

The line is the
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w h e r e n(Tf)

is the number of vacancies at the time of

the measurement and C is a constant which is independent
of

temperature.

The

assumption made was

that the

h e a t i n g pulse would be fast enough to ensure that the
number of vacancies at Tf would be equal to the equilib
rium

number

of vacancies

at

T s : n(Tf)=n(Ts ).

This

assumption was not obeyed during this experiment.
Balluffi and Seidman studied the problem of vacancy
recovery in samples which had undergone sudden tempera
ture changes (Bal65r Sei65).
is given in Appendix D.

An outline of their theory

They assumed that the tempera

t u r e jump was performed instantaneously.
assumed
d e f ects

that

are t h e

array

Furthermore,

of

straight

parallel

a cylindrical region with

outer radius R and

They compared the results of their

t h e o r y to the experimental results
calculated vacancy r e c o v e r y

imately

.15 times the observed

p r o d u c e d two

dislocations.

they assumed t h a t e a c h dislocation dom

inner radius rQ .

their

source of point

and that these dislocations are arranged as a

regular

inates

dis l o c a tions

Also, they

important results.

in gold.
time was

Although
approx

recovery time,
First,

they

free disloca

tions and not surfaces are responsible for the genera
tion of vacancies.
tion

Second, as expected, the concentra

of vacancies begins to

r ecover toward

the new

equilibrium value immediately after the application of
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the heating pulse.

These two important results suggest

that the vacancy recovery times will be short.
The disagreement between the theory and the experi
ments

of

Balluffi

and Sei d m a n

demonstrate

that

the

determination of t h e relaxation time of the vacancy
concentration must be measured for a given sample.

This

was not done for aluminum in this lab; fortunately the
r e c o v e r y time for

the v a c a n c y

concentration

a l u m i n u m has b e e n measured b y
show

that

be c o m e

the t i m e

needed

Sun.

for

in pure

His measurements

the c o n c e ntration to

equal to t h e concentration midway between the

s t arting concentration and the final concentration is
approximately 200 milliseconds in the temperature region
of our experiment.

However, this time can only be used

as an estimate for our sample since the defects charact
erizing the two samples will most likely be different.
This t i m e

is d e f i n i t e l y comparable to th e 80 milli

seconds used to heat the sample in our experiments.
Since our heating pulse was so long, generation of
vacancies most likely occurred during the rf heating of
the
be

sample.
higher

The final concentration of vacancies will
than

the

initial

concentration.

If the

generation of vacancies is thermally activated then, as
can be seen from Equation 4.5,

the measured "migration

energy" will be higher than the actual value.
Although

the

T-jump

data

still

appear

to be

thermally

activated,

it

is h i g h l y unlikely that

a

correction for the additional vacancies can be applied.
First,

there

is no theory that can adequately predict

the instantaneous concentration of vacancies.
theory of
requires
the

Balluffi and Seidman,

Even the

which is not too bad,

knowledge of the density of dislocations and

m i g r a t i o n energy.

Second,

even thou g h

Sun

has

measured the time needed for the relaxation of vacancies
in pure aluminum, his relaxation times cannot be used to
correct t h e
will

be

jump t i m e

differences

data obtained here since there
between

th e

samples.

Even

if

both samples were identical, the long heating pulse used
here

would

make

correcting

vacancies nearly impossible.

for

t h e g e n eration

Figure 4.7 shows why.

T-jump o ccurred over an 80 millisecond
a n d the t e m p e r a t u r e
during the

r ose

of
The

time interval

in an almost linear fashion

first 70 milliseconds.

All during the rise

in temperature the concentration of vacancies is out of
equilibrium,

but at the same time the concentration is

trying to achieve its equilibrium value.

Thus, there is

no simple way to use Sun's relaxation times to predict
the number of vacancies at the end of our T-jump.
The major problem with the experiment is the slow
heating time used.
heating times.

Future work should use much faster

The works of Balluffi and Seidman and of

S u n used t h e method of passing large currents through
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max

baseline

0

40

80

120

160

t (msec)

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the temperature response of
the sample during the T-jump experiment.
The heating
pulse is applied during the first 80 msec.
The decay
time of the temperature is approximately 40 msec.

their samples.
and

Their heating times were 15 milliseconds

7 milliseconds

respectively.

Of course,

large

forces are exerted on the sample because of the coupling
between the magnetic field and the current.
requirements
concerns

supporting

the

sample

and places

about the generation of defects during the

heating pulse.
that

on

This puts

their

However, Balluffi and Seidman have shown

pulsed

current

h e a t i n g method did

not

introduce a noticable number of dislocations in the gold
sample,

other methods such as laser heating have been

suggested, but this, of course, requires the experiments
to be

done

at

smaller labs)

large
and

laboratories

, quite frankly,

(and a handful

of

defeats the whole

intention of the experiment since it is hoped that the
technique will find wide use.

Chapter V
CONCLUSION

A

n e w N M R technique has been d e m o n s t r a t e d that

provides

a means to measure the migration energy,

Em .

This NMR experiment is an addition to the class of NMR
c ond i t i o n - j u m p e x periments
existing

pulsed

Although

NMR

not

a ct i v a t i o n ene r g y

a

and can be used with most

spectrometers.
goal

of

this

experiment,

the

of self diffusion in pure aluminum

metal was determined.

A value of 1.33 ev was found and

is in excellent agreement with past determinations.
The migration energy of pure aluminum was found to
be

.69 ev

(average of the two experiments).

This value

is only s l ightly h i g h e r than the c u r r e n t l y accepted
v a l u e of

.67 ev.

This

agreement is fortuitous since

our h e a t i n g p u l s e was rather long.
not

be

considered

migration energy,

an accurate

This value should

dete r m i n a t i o n

of the

but indicates the success and future

promise of the T-jump experiment.
Past
tion

experiments on aluminum gave vacancy relaxa

times

depends

near

200 m i lliseconds

(Sun71) , but

this

on the d i s l o c a t i o n density of the particular
70

sample.

Thus,

our sample most likely had a low concen

t r a t i o n of dislocations which
vacancy

relaxation

t ime;

resulted

this

would

in a longer
minimize

the

effects of the long heating times used in this work.
Unfortunately,

no effort was made to check this claim.

Future experiments of this sort must take the vacancy
relaxation

time

into

consideration

and use

pulses that are very short in comparison.

heating

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF THE
EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION OF VACANCIES

In this appendix, the equilibrium concentration of
vacancies is calculated.

The derivation is similar to

the one found in the book by Mott and Gurney.
Let the

lattice contain N atoms and n vacancies.

The energy needed to move an atom from a lattice site
w i t h i n the lattice to the

surface of the lattice is

called the formation energy and is designated Ef.

Thus,

the total energy needed to form n vacancies is nEf.

A

crystal with N atoms and n vacancies can be arranged P
ways? P is given by
P=N!/[(N-n)In!].

(A.l)

The entropy S of a system is defined as the logarithm of
the number of states accessible to the system times the
Boltzmann factor. Thus, the entropy of a perfect crystal
with n vacancies is
S=kln{Nl/[(N-n)Ini]>.
U s ing

(A.2)

equation A . 2 and the

energy needed to form n

vacancies, the Gibb's function is
G=nEf-kTln{N!/[(N-n)!nl]}
where

the PV term has been
72

(A.3)
ignored

since it is neg-
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ligible at pressures near one atmosphere.
At thermal equilibrium,
minimum

with

respect

to

the free energy must be a
changes

in n

at constant

temperature; that is
(3G/3n)T=0
Using Stirling's

(A.4)
approximation and n « N ,

Equation A.4

results in
Ef+kTln{n/(N-n)}=0.
This can be written

(using n « N

(A.5)
once again)

n/N=exp{-Ef/kT).
n/N is the concentration of vacancies.

as
(A.6)

APPENDIX B
TEMPERATURE CHANGE AS A FUNCTION
OF APPLIED FIELD

When a good conductor is placed in an oscillating
magnetic field,
temperature.

the conductor will undergo a change in

This results from joule losses associated

with the conduction electrons'
field.

response to the applied

A derivation is given here that relates the

change in temperature of the sample as a function of the
magnetic

field

strength.

applied magnetic

It

is

field intensity

assumed

that

the

is parallel to the

surface of the conductor.
The power loss per unit area is
dP/da=[fix$]2/2ff5

(B.l)

where n is a unit vector perpendicular to the sample's
surface,

H

is the magnetic field intensity,

conductivity,

and

S

is the skin

depth.

The

a is the

sample

absorbs an amount of heat per unit time according to
AQ/At=mc(AT)/At
where m
heat,

is the mass

(B .2)
of the sample,

c is its specific

and AT is the resulting change in temperature.

Since the power loss and the heat absorbed per unit time
are the same, the power dissipated per area of sample is
74
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P/a=mc(AT)/aAt.
Using

equations

B.l,

(B.3)
B.2,

and

B.3,

the

temperature

change of the sample is
AT=H2Ata/2crfimc.

(B.4)

The sample of interest in this work has a thickness less
th a n the
simple
solids

skin depth.

relat i o n s
and

by

U s i n g this

fact and recalling

involving the physical parameters of

r e c a l l ing that

where

3 is the

magnetic induction and ft is the magnetic permeability of
free space.

Equation B.4 can be written

AT=B2At/2cov>d2 .
d

(B. 5)

is the thickness of the sample and p is the density

of the sample.

The important point is that the change

in t e m p e r a t u r e

of the

sample

is proportional to the

length of time the field is applied and to the square of
the magnetic induction.

APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL EQUILIBRATION TIME

The experiment requires rapid heating of the sample
and the measurement of the jump time almost immediately
thereafter.
the

An important problem is the uniformity of

temperature

experiment

thr o u ghout

is performed.

the

Here,

sample w h e n

the

NMR

the time constant for

thermal equilibration tT is derived.
The heat flow rate between two parts of the sample
separated by a small distance 1 is
dQ/dt=kA (AT) /l

(C .1)

w h e r e k is the thermal
sectional

area,

conductivity,

A is the cross-

and AT is the temperature difference

between the two sections of the sample.

The exchange of

heat per unit time between the two regions also satis
fies
dQ/dt=mcd(AT)/dt.
w here m is the mass,

(C.2)
and c is the specific heat.

The

following equation is obtained by equating the above two
equations and introducing the density:
d(AT)/dt=(k//3Cl2) (AT) .
From this equation,

(C.3)

the characteristic time constant t^
76
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for thermal equilibration

is given by

tT=pcl2/k.
The

(c . 4 )

l2 dependence

of

th e

time

constant

necessity of using very thin samples.

shows

the

The density of

aluminum is 2.7 gm/cm3 , its specific heat is
.91 J / (gm

C) , and the thermal

J/(sec cm C) .

conductivity

is 2.05

These values give

tT=(1.2 sec/cm2)l2 .

(C.5)

APPENDIX D
THE RECOVERY OF VACANCIES TOWARD EQUILIBRIUM
AFTER A SUDDEN CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE

When

the

temperature

of

a

sample

is

changed

suddenly, the concentration of vacancies is not equal to
t he equilibrium concentration.
required

There is a finite time

for the vacancy concentration to achieve its

e q u i l i b r i u m value.

This pr o b l e m has been studied by

Balluffi and Seidman (Bal65, Sei65).
Their model contains the following assumptions and
conditions.

First,

the temperature jump is performed

instantaneously from the initial temperature Tj_ to the
final temperature Tf where it remains.
t i ons

are

the

dislocations
parallel

source

consist

of point

Second, disloca

defects.

Third,

the

of a regular array of straight

dislocations.

Fourth,

each

dislocation

dominates a cylindrical region with outer radius R and
inner radius rQ .

This last assumption implies that the

relationship between the outer radius and the disloca
tion density N q is
(D.l)

R =(7rN D ) " 1 / 2 .

The radius of the dislocation core rQ is typically three
angstroms.
78
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They

solve the general diffusion equation,

also

known as Flck's Second Law,

ac/at=v (dvc)

(d.2)

with the following boundary conditions:
C(r,0)=0

r0<r<R

(D.3)

C(r0 ,t)=C0

all t

(D.4)

(ac/ar) 3-^=0

all t.

(D.5)

CQ is the equilibrium concentration at Tf and D is the
defect diffusivity.

The solution to D.2 is

[CG-C(t) ]/C0=exp{-27rNDDt/ln(R/r0 } .

(D.6 )

It is important to keep in mind that the defect diffu
sivity

is

thermally

actived.

C(t)

is t h e

average

concentration of the entire cylinder as a function of
time.
Seidman and Balluffi performed T-jump experiments
on pure gold.

The vacancy concentration was determined

by resistivity measurements.
generation

rate was

measured in gold.

approximately

(.15)-1

the rate

Considering their assumptions for the

distribution of dislocations,
total failure.

Their calculated vacancy

their theory

is not a

They were still able to deduce that free

surfaces are not responsible for vacancy generation by
solving

Equation

D.2

and using boundary

suitable for a thin slab.

conditions
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